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Abstract
We construct UV-complete models for non-standard neutrino interactions mediated
by a sub-GeV gauge boson Z ′ coupled to baryon number B or B−L. A flavor-dependent
Z ′ coupling to neutrinos is induced by mixing a U(1)′-charged Dirac fermion with the
active neutrinos, naturally suppressing flavor violation or non-universality of the charged
leptons to the loop level. We show that these models can give rise to large flavor-conserving
as well as flavor-violating non-standard neutral-current neutrino interactions potentially
observable in current or future oscillation experiments such as DUNE without being in
conflict with other constraints such as neutrino scattering or lepton-flavor-violating decays.
In particular, the LMA-Dark solution to the solar-neutrino anomaly can be obtained for
U(1)B, but not for U(1)B−L.
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1 Introduction
The three-neutrino mass and mixing scheme has been triumphant in explaining solar, atmo-
spheric, reactor, and long-baseline neutrino data. Thanks to the extensive running and up-
coming neutrino experimental programs such as T2K, NOνA, and DUNE we are entering the
neutrino precision era. Especially the DUNE and T2HK experiments are expected to make
it possible to measure the yet unknown neutrino parameters such as the Dirac CP-violating
phase δCP, the octant of the atmospheric mixing angle θ23, and the neutrino mass ordering (nor-
mal vs. inverted). However, these claims are valid only under the assumption of the standard
three-neutrino paradigm with standard interactions between neutrinos and matter fields. If the
neutral-current interactions of neutrinos with matter fields deviate from the Standard Model
(SM), the neutrino propagation in matter between the source and detector at long-baseline
experiments is affected. Such Non-Standard neutrino Interactions (NSI) can be parametrized
by the effective Lagrangian
LNSI = −2
√
2GF ε
fX
αβ (ν¯αγ
µPLνβ)(f¯γµPXf) , (1)
where PR/L ≡ (1± γ5)/2 is the chirality projection operator, f ∈ {e, u, d} specifies the matter
particles, and α, β ∈ {e, µ, τ} denote the neutrino flavor. The dimensionless coefficients εfXαβ
have been normalized to the electroweak strength, 2
√
2GF ' (174 GeV)−2. Only the vector
coupling is relevant for neutrino oscillations, so we define εfαβ ≡ εfLαβ + εfRαβ as the quantity of
interest in the following. As has recently been shown in a series of papers [1–8], if neutrino
interactions with matter fields (e, u and d) deviate from those in the SM, new degeneracies
appear making an unambiguous derivation of the unknown neutrino parameters impossible.
In particular, as shown in Ref. [9], neutral-current NSI can mimic the effect of δCP at DUNE
even if all the sources of CP violation in the leptonic sector (both standard Dirac phases and
phases of the new couplings) vanish. Moreover, the determination of the octant of θ23 can
become problematic in the presence of complex εeτ or εeµ [10]. As has been shown in Ref. [11],
combining the results of very-long-baseline experiments like NOνA with the proposed medium-
baseline (L ∼ 150 km) experiment MOMENT can help to solve this degeneracy.
It is remarkable that in addition to the standard LMA (Large Mixing Angle) solution to the
solar-neutrino anomaly with θ12 < pi/4 and ε
f
αβ = 0, there is another solution (called LMA-Dark
solution) with θ12 > pi/4 and ε
u,d
µµ − εu,dee ' εu,dττ − εu,dee ∼ 1 [12–14]. We discuss this solution later
on. Using instead the standard LMA solution, one can derive the current 90% C.L. bounds on
the values of εuαβ from global oscillation data [12]. Taking the conservative values from Ref. [4],
these read
|εueµ + εdeµ| < 0.12 , |εueτ + εdeτ | < 0.18 , |εuµτ + εdµτ | < 0.018 , (2)
0.11 < εuee + ε
d
ee − εuττ − εdττ < 0.60 , and − 0.04 < εuµµ + εdµµ − εuττ − εdττ < 0.037 , (3)
assuming εe = 0. Remember that the neutrino-oscillation pattern does not change if we replace
the Hamiltonian H governing neutrino evolution in time with H− 1 a, where 1 is the identity
matrix in flavor space and a is an arbitrary number. As a result, neutrino-oscillation data can
only provide information on the splitting of the diagonal elements. Using the priors of Ref. [12]
(with a best fit deviating from zero), it has been shown in Ref. [4] that T2HK together with
1
DUNE can improve these bounds down to
|εueµ + εdeµ| < 0.024 , |εueτ + εdeτ | < 0.08 , |εuµτ + εdµτ | < 0.012 , (4)
0.017 < εuee + ε
d
ee − εuττ − εdττ < 0.43 , and − 0.027 < εuµµ + εdµµ − εuττ − εdττ < 0.025 . (5)
From a theoretical point of view, the question arises whether it is possible to build a consis-
tent renormalizable model that gives rise to an effective Lagrangian of the form of Eq. (1) with
large enough ε to be observable in neutrino experiments (i.e., |ε| & 0.05). The first solution
which comes to mind is introducing a heavy intermediate state X with coupling to matter
fields and neutrinos which has so far escaped direct production because of its large mass MX .
Integrating out this heavy state can easily give rise to the four-fermion interactions of Eq. (1)
but the value of ε is suppressed by M2W/M
2
X  1. An alternative approach which has been
incorporated by Refs. [15–17] is to introduce a new U(1)′ gauge interaction with a relatively
light gauge boson Z ′, with mass MZ′ ∼few 10 MeV.1 In this class of models, the new gauge
boson has so far escaped detection because of the smallness of its coupling rather than its large
mass. Matter effects on propagation of neutrinos are induced by t-channel forward scattering
of neutrinos (i.e., scattering with zero energy–momentum transfer); as a result, we can still
use the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (1) even if the mass MZ′ of the intermediate Z
′ boson is
much smaller than the typical energies of the neutrinos propagating in the medium. However,
for neutrino scattering experiments such as CHARM or NuTeV with an energy–momentum
transfer q much larger than the Z ′ mass (i.e., q2  M2Z′), we can no longer invoke the effec-
tive Lagrangian formalism. At these scattering experiments, the ratio of the amplitude of the
new contribution to the SM amplitude is therefore suppressed by εM2Z′/q
2 and is below the
sensitivity limit [15].
An SU(2)L × U(1)Y invariant realization of Eq. (1) typically implies that charged leptons
should have similar new interactions as neutrinos. Since the bounds on such new interactions
of charged leptons (especially on e and µ) are strong, model building is far from trivial. The
challenge is even more severe if we want to build a model which gives rise to lepton-flavor-
violating (LFV) NSI (i.e., εαβ|α 6=β 6= 0) because of very strong bounds from associated charged-
lepton flavor violating (CLFV) processes such as `α → γ`β, `α → `β`γ`δ, and `α → Z ′`β [26].
In this article, we present models based on new U(1)′ gauge symmetries with a light gauge
boson Z ′ which can give rise to both lepton-flavor conserving and LFV neutral-current NSI
without inducing similar couplings to the charged leptons. This is done by introducing a new
Dirac fermion Ψ charged under U(1)′ which is mixed with neutrinos by Yukawa couplings to a
new scalar doublet H ′. We are interested in a form of NSI that affects neutrino propagation in
matter but not neutrino interaction at source and detector. Furthermore, our NSI are always
vector-like, i.e. fulfil εfLαβ = ε
fR
αβ . This is convenient, because otherwise the axial part of the
current changes the cross section of Deuteron dissociation at SNO (i.e., D + ν → p + n + ν).
This process is not influenced when εqLαβ = ε
qR
αβ, so the consistency of the total neutral current
rate at SNO with the total neutrino flux predicted by the standard solar model is maintained
despite large εuLαβ = ε
uR
αβ and ε
dL
αβ = ε
dR
αβ [13, 27].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we present a class of models that can
give rise to large NSI. We discuss the constraints from the charged LFV bounds and scattering
of solar neutrinos at the solar neutrino experiments as well as at dark matter direct-detection
1Taking the Z ′ much lighter leads to long-range interactions with different phenomenology [18–25].
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experiments. We also discuss possible routes to UV-complete the model. In Sec. 3, we discuss
the observational consequences of the model. Results are summarized in Sec. 4.
2 Neutrinophilic LFV
In this section, we describe our model which is based on a U(1)′ gauge symmetry with a light,
MeV–GeV, gauge boson Z ′. In order to avoid tree-level flavor-changing neutral currents, we
assume a universal Z ′ coupling to baryons gB – so quarks carry gB/3 – and a universal lepton
coupling g` (including to right-handed neutrinos νR). Moreover, the SM scalar doublet H is
assumed to be neutral under this U(1)′, so all fermions acquire Dirac masses after electroweak
symmetry breaking. In models with g` 6= 0, an additional singlet scalar SR with U(1)′ charge
equal to −2g` is required to generate a Majorana mass for the right-handed neutrinos SRν¯cRνR,
which gives a seesaw mass Mν ∝ 〈H〉2/〈SR〉 for the light neutrinos. In models with g` = 0,
neutrinos obtain mass via canonical seesaw without any need to introduce a new scalar. To
generate a neutrino-flavor-dependent Z ′ coupling we introduce a Dirac fermion Ψ with mass
MΨ and U(1)
′ charge gΨ as well as a second scalar doublet H ′ with charge gΨ − g` (otherwise
the same quantum numbers as H), which allows for the Yukawa couplings
L = −
∑
α
yαLαH˜
′PRΨ + h.c., (6)
where H˜ ′ ≡ iσ2(H ′)∗. The light neutrinos and Ψ share a mass matrix (in compact form)
L = 1
2
(ν¯c, Ψ¯cL, Ψ¯R)
 Mν 0 y〈H ′〉0 0 MΨ
y〈H ′〉 MΨ 0
 νΨL
ΨcR
+ h.c., (7)
which leads to mixing among ΨL and ν. In the limit Mν , y〈H ′〉  MΨ, the mixing angles are
small and can be written as [28]
κα =
yα〈H ′〉
MΨ
=
yαv cos β√
2MΨ
, (8)
which can in general be complex. Note that despite the mixing with Ψ, the active neutrinos
remain massless in the limit Mν = 0. As in standard two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM)
notation [29], we have defined an angle β via tan β ≡ 〈H〉/〈H ′〉, and v ' 246 GeV. The
contribution of 〈H ′〉 to M2Z′ can be written as (gΨ − g`)2v2 cos2 β, which should be summed
with the contributions from the vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of other scalars charged
under U(1)′. Since we want the Z ′ to be light, we demand
cos β ≤ 4× 10−4
(
MZ′
10 MeV
)(
0.1
|gΨ − g`|
)
. (9)
The relevant Z ′ interactions Z ′µ
(
g`ν¯γ
µPLν + gΨΨ¯γ
µΨ
)
can be rewritten in the mass basis as
Z ′µ
[∑
α,β
(g`δαβ + gΨκ
∗
ακβ)ν¯αγ
µPLνβ +
∑
α
(g` − gΨ)
[
κ∗αν¯αγ
µPLΨ + καΨ¯γ
µPLνα
]
+ gΨΨ¯γ
µΨ
]
,
(10)
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where the mass eigenstate Ψ is approximately the same Dirac fermion as above and we neglected
terms of order g`κ
∗κ. The crucial results are the off-diagonal and non-universal Z ′ couplings
to the light neutrinos via gΨκ
∗
ακβ, while the charged-lepton Z
′ couplings remain diagonal.
(Rotating the light neutrinos to their mass eigenstates merely redefines the κ.) We then obtain
our desired NSI coefficients
εuαβ = ε
d
αβ '
gBgΨκ
∗
ακβ
6
√
2GFM2Z′
, εeαβ '
g`gΨκ
∗
ακβ
2
√
2GFM2Z′
. (11)
Note that the NSI coefficients cannot be chosen completely arbitrary, as κ∗κT is only a Hermitian
rank-1 matrix with three parameters. In particular, |εαβ| = √εααεββ. Introducing more copies
of Ψ allows for more freedom, as it replaces gΨκ
∗κT → ∑j gΨjκ∗ΨjκTΨj . However, due to the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality we still have |εαβ| ≤ √εααεββ.
The limit of interest is κ  1 in order to suppress deviations of UPMNS from unitarity [30]
and CLFV via Eq. (6) (we come back to this issue later). To still generate large NSI we then
need a rather light Z ′. The next section is devoted to a survey of possible U(1)′ generators.
Notice that since ΨR and ΨL have the same U(1)
′ charge, they do not induce any anomaly
so the value for gΨ is independent of g`,B. Ψ cannot be lighter than a few MeV, otherwise it
contributes as an extra relativistic degree of freedom in the early Universe. On the other hand,
it cannot be heavier than a few GeV because taking y in the perturbative region, cos β below
the bound in Eq. (9) and κα ∼ 0.03 (leading to sizeable ε while still satisfying the unitarity
bounds on UPMNS), from Eq. (8) we find
MΨ < few GeV
(
MZ′
10 MeV
)(
0.2
gΨ
)(
0.03
κ
)
. (12)
The actual right-handed neutrinos νR that give rise to the light neutrino masses are assumed
to be sufficiently heavy and weakly mixed such that they can be ignored in the following.
2.1 U(1)′ groups of interest
To have observable effects on neutrino propagation in matter, Z ′-mediated NSI require couplings
to neutrinos and to matter particles, i.e. electrons or first-generation quarks. We have shown
how to couple the Z ′ to neutrinos by mixing the neutrinos with a U(1)′-charged Dirac fermion;
see Eq. (10). We are left with the task to couple the Z ′ to matter. As stated above, flavor-
changing neutral currents are most easily avoided by generation-independent couplings, so we
restrict ourselves to the baryon and lepton number symmetries.2 Gauging classically conserved
charges such as baryon number B [34, 35], lepton number L [36], and B − L [37] has been
extensively discussed in the literature. Let us for now ignore the newly introduced particles of
the last section (or set gΨ = 0) and study the Z
′ parameter space for the SM-fermion couplings.
For U(1)B−L, we follow Ref. [38] to translate the limits from beam-dump experiments [39],
BaBar [40], and νe,µ–e
− scattering data [41,42] (see Fig. 1 (left)) – assuming MZ′ < 2MνR . Also
shown is the potential reach of the proposed SHiP experiment [43], adopted from Refs. [44,45].
2Even without a direct Z ′ coupling to SM fermions we inherit a Z ′ coupling to the hypercharge current,
courtesy of kinetic mixing [31, 32]. For Z ′ masses below the electroweak scale, this is equivalent to a coupling
to electric charge, which does not induce NSI in neutral matter. For current limits, see e.g. Ref. [33].
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Figure 1: Parameter space of a gauge boson Z ′ coupled to B−L (left) or B (right). The shaded
areas are excluded at 90% C.L. A Z ′ coupled to L essentially yields the B − L constraints.
The limits for a U(1)L gauge boson give slightly stronger bounds for the region MZ′ & GeV
due to the absence of hadronic decay channels and hence larger leptonic branching ratios. For
U(1)B, the limits on the gauge coupling gB are much weaker (see Fig. 1 (right)). The relevant
sub-GeV Z ′ production and decay branching ratios are given in Ref. [46]; most importantly, the
mode Z ′ → pipi is suppressed, making Z ′ → pi0γ (pi+pi−pi0) dominant for MZ′ . 0.6 GeV (MZ′ &
0.6 GeV). Limits come from 208Pb–neutron scattering [47–49], pion decay pi0 → γZ ′ [50, 51],
η → γZ ′ → γγpi0 and η′ → γZ ′ → γpi+pi−pi0 decays [46], J/Ψ,Ψ(2S) → K+K− [52], and
hadronic Υ(1S) decays [53, 54]. For MZ′ < mpi the Z
′ is essentially stable and invisible, so we
can adopt the limit from K+ → pi+νν¯ [55] derived in Ref. [56] (we show the most optimistic
limit, i.e. with cutoff ΛIR = mρ). Some of these limits come with additional uncertainties that
make the assignment of a confidence level difficult; we refer the reader to the original articles
for details. The hadronic-decay limits could be improved and refined with Breit–Wigner-peak
searches of the Z ′ final states pi0γ and pi+pi−pi0 [46]. Additional bounds can be derived from
astrophysics and cosmology.
We have neglected kinetic mixing [31, 32] so far, even though it is technically unavoidable.
This makes a huge difference in particular for U(1)B, because as long as we set gΨ = 0, it implies
Br(Z ′ → e+e−) ' 1 for 2me < MZ′ < mpi, assuming the loop-induced Z ′ → 3γ is sufficiently
suppressed [57]. This reintroduces e.g. beam-dump limits on the kinetic mixing angle ξ [58].
If ξ is large enough so that the Z ′ boson with MZ′ < mpi decays promptly to electrons, the
pi0 → γZ ′ limit is replaced by the NA48/2 limit from Ref. [33], which is of similar order. An
interesting limiting case was pointed out in Ref. [38]: if the kinetic mixing angle is opposite
in sign but of similar magnitude as the B − L coupling, we obtain a Z ′ coupling dominantly
to the neutral fermions, neutrons and neutrinos (with gn ' −gν); the couplings gp ' −ge can
be highly suppressed. This severely loosens most of the strong constraints of Fig. 1, including
the pion-decay bounds [59], except for the limit from neutron–Pb scattering. A similar limiting
case can be considered for U(1)B, where kinetic mixing could cancel the coupling to protons,
leaving Z ′ couplings to neutrons and electrons. We continue to ignore the kinetic mixing angle,
but it should be kept in mind that this additional parameter could either strengthen or weaken
the bounds of Fig. 1, without affecting the NSI parameters ε (because we are interested in
neutrino propagation through electrically neutral matter).
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Figure 2: Approximate 90% C.L. bounds on
√|gBgν | from solar-neutrino nuclear recoils in
CDMSlite and optimistic projections for second-generation xenon (e.g. LUX–ZEPLIN) and
germanium experiments (e.g. SuperCDMS SNOLAB), adapted from Ref. [60].
The additional Z ′ couplings to neutrinos gν = gΨκ∗ακβ that arise for gΨ 6= 0 even in the
U(1)B case of course lead to new bounds on top of those described so far. For the B − L
case this merely rescales the existing bounds, due to the larger invisible decay rate Z ′ → ν¯ν
which dilutes the beam-dump limits and the potentially stronger ν–e scattering.3 Qualitatively
new bounds emerge for U(1)B from neutrino–nucleon scattering, proportional to gνgB. A
recent study [60] of solar-neutrino scattering rates in dark matter direct detection experiments
provides approximate bounds and future projections, shown in Fig. 2. Here we ignore the
flavor composition of solar neutrinos and simply treat the Z ′ couplings as diagonal and flavor
universal. Note that we cannot use the effective NSI Lagrangian from Eq. (1) to describe this
scattering if the Z ′ is light but we have to use the full model. This automatically suppresses
the signal of a sub-GeV Z ′ in experiments with large momentum transfer q2  GeV2 such as
NuTeV [15,61], which otherwise provide strong bounds [27,62]. We see below that we can have
large NSI without violating the constraints from Fig. 2.
2.2 Deviation from unitarity and charged LFV processes
In the previous section we derived limits on gf/MZ′ for light Z
′ coupled to B, L, or B − L. In
order to assess how large the NSI parameters from Eq. (11) can be, we further need to derive
limits on the neutrino-mixing parameters κα. In the presence of the mixing between the SM
neutrinos and Ψ, the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata (PMNS) mixing matrix will deviate
from unitarity. There are relatively strong bounds on the deviation from unitarity from various
observables [63]. Some of the bounds come from lepton flavor conserving observables such as
muon decay or tests of lepton-flavor universality, which readily apply to our case, too:
|κe|2 < 2.5× 10−3, |κµ|2 < 4.4× 10−4, and |κτ |2 < 5.6× 10−3 at 2σ. (13)
Note that not all limits from direct searches for heavy neutrinos are applicable because our Ψ
decays mostly invisibly via Ψ→ νZ ′ or Ψ→ 3ν for the parameters of interest. For MΨ &MK ,
3We ignore the possibility that gν has the opposite sign of gB−L and could thus soften scattering constraints,
at least for some flavors.
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Figure 3: Loop-induced CLFV decay `α → `βγ.
this leaves us with direct-search bounds weaker than those from Eq. (13), see Ref. [64]. (We
stress that our Dirac Ψ does not contribute to 0νββ.) The bounds from LFV processes on
the deviation from unitarity (i.e. on κµκτ , κµκe and κeκτ ) found in Ref. [63] do not apply to
our case because in our model, the Ψ state which mixes with ν can be much lighter than MW
leading to the Glashow–Iliopoulos–Maiani (GIM) suppression of the corresponding contribution.
Moreover, we have additional diagrams contributing to these rare LFV processes. We discuss
the bounds from LFV in detail below. Before doing that, let us just notice that from Eq. (13)
we obtain
|κµκe| < 10−3 , |κµκτ | < 1.6× 10−3, and |κeκτ | < 3.7× 10−3. (14)
It is remarkable that similar bounds still hold even if we increase the number of Ψ because of
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. From this we can see that the NSI can still be large if gΨ  gf
(for f = u, d, gf = gB/3 and f = e, gf = g`):
εfαβ '
gfgΨκ
∗
ακβ
2
√
2GFM2Z′
' 0.3× gΨ
(
1 TeV
MZ′/gf
)(
0.1 GeV
MZ′
)(
κ∗ακβ
10−3
)
. (15)
Depending on the gauge group, the matter NSI come from the coupling to electrons (for U(1)L),
neutrons and protons (for U(1)B) or just neutrons (for U(1)B−L, because the electron and proton
U(1)B−L potentials cancel each other in neutral matter).
Let us first discuss lα → lβγ. This process receives contributions from the W− loop and the
H− loop (see Fig. 3). In the limit mβ  mα MW , MH− , we find the form factors
FW
−
2R =
g2
32pi2
m2α
M2W
κ∗ακβ
[
fW (M
2
Ψ/M
2
W )− fW (0)
]
, (16)
FH
−
2R = −
1
16pi2
m2α
M2H−
y∗αyβ sin
2 βfH(M
2
Ψ/M
2
H−) , (17)
which result in the rate Γ(`α → `βγ) = e2mα|FW−2R + FH−2R |2/16pi, with loop functions [65]
fW (x) =
10− 43x+ 78x2 − 49x3 + 4x4 + 18x3 log x
12(1− x)4 , (18)
fH(x) =
1− 6x+ 3x2 + 2x3 − 6x2 log x
12(1− x)4 . (19)
Notice the GIM-like cancellation in FW
−
2R in the case of interest MΨ  MW , which makes the
H− contribution dominant for cos β  1,
Γ(`α → `βγ) ' e
2
4pi
|yαyβ|2m5α
3842pi4
(
sin2 β
M2H−
+
3 cos2 β
M2W
)2
. (20)
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Figure 4: Left: Loop-induced CLFV decay `α → `βZ ′. The Z ′ can be attached to both the H−
and Ψ lines. Right: Resulting branching ratio Br(τ → eZ ′), which also holds for Br(τ → µZ ′)
with ye → yµ, because we have neglected the mass of the final fermion.
From Br(τ → eγ) < 3.3× 10−8 and Br(τ → µγ) < 4.4× 10−8 [66], we then respectively obtain
|yeyτ | < 0.46
(
MH−
400 GeV
)2
and |yµyτ | < 0.53
(
MH−
400 GeV
)2
, (21)
which can be readily satisfied. Similarly, from Br(µ→ eγ) < 4.2× 10−13 [67] we obtain
|yeyµ| < 7× 10−4
(
MH−
400 GeV
)2
. (22)
For values of κα satisfying Eq. (14), the contribution from F
W−
2R to `α → `βγ is negligible and
well below the present bounds.
On top of the `α → `βγ constraints from above, there is CLFV involving the light Z ′. For
g` = 0, the Z
′ only couples to charged leptons at one-loop level and so all processes `α → `β`γ`δ
will be two-loop suppressed. Since we need a rather light Z ′ to induce strong NSI, the main
processes are the LFV two-body decays `α → `βZ ′ [26], followed by Z ′ → νν¯. In the limit
mβ = 0, the partial width `α → `βZ ′ is given in terms of the two form factors of interest as
Γ(`α → `βZ ′) = mα
16pi
[
|F2,R|2
(
1 +
M2Z′
2m2α
)
+ |F1,L|2
(
1 +
m2α
2M2Z′
)](
1− M
2
Z′
m2α
)2
. (23)
In the limit cos β → 0, the diagrams shown in Fig. 4 (left) give the dominant contribution,
F2,R =
gΨy
∗
αyβ
64pi2
(
mα
MH−
)2 [
x2 − 1− 2x log x
(x− 1)3
+
1
3
(
MZ′
MH−
)2
(1 + x) (3− 3x2 + (1 + 4x+ x2) log x)
(x− 1)5 +O
(
M4Z′
M4H−
)]
,
(24)
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in which x ≡ (MΨ/MH−)2. The charge-like form factor F1 is also induced, albeit suppressed by
the small gauge boson mass M2Z′ ,
F1,L = −gΨy
∗
αyβ
96pi2
(
MZ′
MH−
)2 [
3− 3x+ (2 + x) log x
(x− 1)2
]
+O
(
M4Z′
M4H−
)
. (25)
As a result, the final decay rate is not enhanced for MZ′ → 0,4 but rather goes smoothly to
Γ(`α → `βZ ′) MZ′→0−−−−→ mα
16pi
∣∣∣gΨyαyβ
64pi2
∣∣∣2( mα
MH−
)4 [
x2 − 1− 2x log x
(x− 1)3
]2
, (26)
see Fig. 4 (right). From Br(τ → e+ light boson) < 2.7× 10−3 and Br(τ → µ+ light boson) <
5× 10−3 [69], we then find |gΨyeyτ | < 13 (MH−/400 GeV)2 and |gΨyµyτ | < 18 (MH−/400 GeV)2
which can be readily satisfied and, using Eq. (21), provide a very weak bound on gΨ. The
contributions from the rest of the diagrams are suppressed by cos2 β and as long as gΨyαyβ stays
in the perturbative range cannot give rise to τ → Z ′µ(e) rates above the bounds. Similarly,
Br(µ → eZ ′) ' 8.6 × 10−5|gΨyµye|2(400 GeV/MH−)4 for light Z ′, which for yeyµ satisfying
Eq. (22) is much lower than even the strongest bounds from rare muon decay modes. (Limits
on Br(µ→ e+ light boson) are of order 10−5 [70, 71].)
The above discussion shows that the `α → `βZ ′ constraints are weaker than those from
`α → `βγ, even for large gΨ. For g` 6= 0, however, the Z ′ mediated `α → `β`δ`δ could be
enhanced. (For gB 6= 0, the decays are `α → `βpi+pi−, `βpi0γ, `βpi+pi−pi0, which are much less
constrained.) Focusing on the region of parameters with 2me < MZ′ < mτ−mµ,MΨ, κτκβ 6= 0,
the resonantly enhanced LFV decay rate τ → `β`δ`δ can be estimated as
Γ(τ → `β`δ`δ) ' Γ(τ → `βZ ′)Br(Z ′ → `δ`δ) , (27)
with
Br(Z ′ → `δ`δ) ' g
2
`
2g2` +
1
2
∑
α,β |g`δαβ + gΨκ∗ακβ|2
, (28)
neglecting fermion masses. Even if this branching ratio is of order one, the total Γ(τ → `β`δ`δ)
is still suppressed by the loop factor and the potentially large MH− , so it is not necessarily
dangerous. From Fig. 4 (right) we see that values |gΨyαyβ| < 10−2 can suppress these decays
below the experimental limits of O(10−8) [66] (conservatively assuming that the Z ′ decay is
prompt and does not lead to a secondary vertex). We show this most pessimistic constraint
of Br(τ → `βZ ′) . O(10−8) in Fig. 6, but stress again that it is expected to be much weaker.
Similar conclusions hold for the other off-diagonal NSI. For diagonal NSI, no limits from CLFV
arise and the strongest limits come from neutrino scattering.
Putting everything together, we can illustrate the size of our NSI for some benchmark
points in connection to the other constraints. In Fig. 5 we show the least-constrained case:
U(1)B. The resulting NSI from Eq. (11) can be of order one without being in conflict with
any of the other constraints, even for the off-diagonal LFV NSI.5 The best constraints then
4Compared to models where the Z ′µ couples at tree level to ¯`αγ
µ`β [26, 68].
5An exception is εeµ, which is typically tiny to satisfy µ→ eγ, unless H− is very heavy (Eq. (22)).
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Figure 5: Contours of diagonal NSI (top left and right) and off-diagonal NSI (bottom left
and right) for U(1)′ = U(1)B. Relevant experimental bounds are also shown (see the text for
details). The inequality of Eq. (9) is satisfied in the allowed parameter space. The current
(solid black lines) and projected (dot-dashed black line marked with DUNE+T2HK, obtained
by including a prior for current constraints) limits on ε ' εe+3εu+3εd are taken from Ref. [4].
For εee (top left) we also indicate the preferred region for the LMA-Dark solution.
come from the actual neutrino-oscillation experiments, and are improved e.g. with DUNE. In
particular, the LMA-Dark solution can be realized (see Sec. 3). Notice that we have drawn
contour plots for a combination of εf that is relevant for propagation in Earth with fermion
densities nn/ne ' np/ne = 1 (see Sec. 3). The vertical line at 5 MeV is the lower bound from
cosmology on MZ′ under conservative assumption ∆Neff < 0.7 [72, 73]. Current (approximate)
limits on solar-neutrino–nucleus scattering from CDMSlite are only relevant for large ε ∼ 1,
i.e. only for the LMA-Dark solution. Future germanium or xenon experiments for dark matter
detection such as SuperCDMS SNOLAB and LUX–ZEPLIN will however provide a powerful
method to test our model via nuclear recoils [60], competitive with DUNE and T2HK. Here we
have again ignored the flavor composition of solar neutrinos.
Taking instead U(1)B−L as our gauge group gives a much more restricted picture (Fig. 6).
It is not possible to generate εee ∼ 1 due to the strong constraints from neutrino–electron
scattering experiments, so the LMA-Dark solution is incompatible with B−L. Large diagonal
NSI can only be obtained for the ττ entry (Fig. 6 (left)), because the additional Z ′ντντ coupling
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Figure 6: Contours of diagonal NSI (εττ , left) and off-diagonal NSI (εµτ , right) and additional
constraints for a set of parameters of U(1)B−L. The inequality of Eq. (9) is satisfied in the
allowed parameter space. The constraint from τ → µee is extremely conservative.
is the only one not constrained by neutrino–electron scattering experiments (which only use νe
and νµ). Note that εττ contributes to two parameters in the analysis of Ref. [4], ε˜ee ≡ εee− εττ
and ε˜µµ ≡ εµµ − εττ ; in Fig. 6 we show the bound and DUNE projection from ε˜µµ, which is
the stronger of the two. For the off-diagonal LFV NSI, the additional limits from `α → `β`δ`δ
severely restrict the parameter space compared to U(1)B (Fig. 6 (right)). We could evade those
bounds only by increasing MH− , we would then still face the bounds from neutrino scattering,
as all off-diagonal NSI involve either νe or νµ. In view of this, the B − L model is a simple
framework to generate a sizable εu,d,eττ , but all other NSI are typically restricted to be tiny. We
stress again that it is in principle possible to severely suppress the Z ′ couplings to protons
and charged leptons by tuning the kinetic-mixing angle to cancel the B−L coupling [38], thus
weakening the constraints without affecting the NSI, which come from the coupling to neutrons.
2.3 UV completion
Let us outline the UV completion of our models. The components of the new scalar doublet H ′
(having electroweak interactions) should be heavier than the electroweak scale. On the other
hand, 〈H ′〉 = v cos β/√2 v (see Eq. (9)). This can be obtained by introducing a new singlet
scalar S1 with U(1)
′ charge equal to that of H ′. We can then add the following trilinear term
to the Lagrangian
L = µS†1H†H ′ , (29)
which results in a softly broken 2HDM after S1 acquires a VEV [68]. The VEV 〈H ′〉 '
−µ〈S1〉〈H〉/(2M2H′) is induced by 〈S1〉 without creating any massless Goldstone bosons. Notice
that 〈S1〉 ∼MS1 can be much lighter than the electroweak scale. Taking 〈S1〉µM2H′ , we can
naturally obtain cos β  1. Note that the details of the scalar potential are not important for
the NSI phenomenology.
Let us discuss the implications for our different gauge symmetries:
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• U(1)′ = U(1)B−L or U(1)L: In order to employ the seesaw mechanism and make the
right-handed neutrinos sufficiently heavy – otherwise Big Bang nucleosynthesis would kill
our light-Z ′ parameter space [38] – we need a scalar SR ∼ −2g` to couple SRν¯cRνR →
MRν¯cRνR. Unfortunately, the scalar potential V (H,H ′, S1, SR) has an additional global
U(1) symmetry that results in a Goldstone boson when all fields acquire VEVs. This
can be avoided by introducing yet another scalar S2 ∼ gΨ + g` that couples S1S†RS†2 and
breaks the unwelcome global symmetry explicitly.
• U(1)′ = U(1)B: Here the U(1)′ charge of the neutrinos is zero, so a Majorana mass term for
νR is allowed by symmetry and the seesaw mechanism works without problems. However,
we have to introduce new particles η that cancel the U(1)B × [SU(2)L × U(1)Y ] gauge
anomalies from the quarks. The simplest realizations introduce two “lepton” generations
with charges B1 and B2, which cancel the anomalies for B1 − B2 = −3 [74, 75], or
two doublets, one triplet and one singlet [76, 77]. These new particles are non-chiral
under the electroweak gauge group but chiral under the U(1)′. Hence, they can obtain
a mass above the electroweak scale by the VEV of an electroweak singlet scalar SB with
〈SB〉 ∼ Mη  100 GeV, where Mη is the typical mass scale of the new η particle. (To
avoid Goldstone bosons, a third scalar S2 is typically required in our model as well.) This
VEV 〈SB〉 induces a mass for MZ′ given by gB〈SB〉. Taking 〈SB〉 & 1 TeV, we find
gB . 10−4
(
MZ′
100 MeV
)
(30)
as an additional rough bound required to make the anomaly-canceling fermions sufficiently
heavy. Note that this does however depend strongly on the detailed mass spectrum and
mixing pattern of the η fermions. To make matters even more involved, the lightest of
the η particles is stabilized by the remaining unbroken ZB3 subgroup, and thus forms dark
matter [75, 77]. This further complicates the question of how large Mη and thus 〈SB〉
have to be to avoid constraints from collider searches and direct-detection experiments.
A discussion of the dark matter sector goes unfortunately beyond the scope of this article
and is left for future work.
• U(1)′ = U(1)B−∑α xαLα : Having focused on flavor-universal couplings to B and L =
Le + Lµ + Lτ so far, let us briefly mention the possibility of (lepton-)flavored gauge
symmetries. The symmetry U(1)B−∑α xαLα is anomaly free for ∑α xα = 3, which reduces
to B − L for xe,µ,τ = 1. For xα 6= xβ, the Z ′ couplings break lepton universality and
lead to different phenomenology compared to B − L. The case of interest here is xe = 0,
in order to eliminate the strong constraints from electron-scattering experiments. For
xµ 6= 0, this still leaves (significantly weaker) constraints from the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon or νµ scattering [78]. The extreme case B− 3Lτ [79,80] is almost as
weakly constrained as U(1)B and therefore perfectly suited to generate large NSI. (Even
without the introduction of Ψ it would lead to non-zero εu,dττ .) For these flavored U(1)
′
we do not have to worry about anomaly-canceling fermions – as in the U(1)B case – but
instead about how to obtain the observed leptonic mixing pattern, i.e. the PMNS matrix.
As shown in Ref. [81], it requires only a few singlet scalars to generate viable neutrino
mass matrices for these U(1)′ via seesaw, and could easily lead to predictions in the form
of texture zeros or vanishing minors.
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3 Phenomenological implications of our model
In the previous section we constructed a viable model that can give rise to large neutral-current
NSI for neutrinos. In this section, we discuss the phenomenological implications of the model for
oscillation experiments, direct searches of H− at colliders and charged lepton dipole moments.
Neutrino propagation in matter is sensitive to a combination of couplings to different
fermions weighted by their density nf in that particular medium,
εmαβ ≡
∑
f
nf
ne
εfαβ . (31)
In electrically neutral matter, the electron and proton densities are equal, ne = np, so we can
simplify this to
εmαβ =
(
εeαβ + 2ε
u
αβ + ε
d
αβ
)
+
nn
ne
(
εuαβ + 2ε
d
αβ
)
, (32)
with the neutron density nn. As already stated above, a Z
′ coupling to baryon number gives
εe = 0 6= εu = εd, whereas a coupling to lepton number gives εe 6= 0 = εu = εd. An interesting
special case arises for B−L, as in that case εu/3 = εd/3 = −εe, so the first bracket in Eq. (32)
vanishes, leaving only a coupling to neutrons. This has an impact on neutrino oscillations inside
the Sun, not only because the total number of neutrons is smaller than that of protons and
electrons, but the neutron density has a different spatial dependence (tracing essentially the
Helium abundance, peaked towards the core [82]). We are not aware of an NSI analysis under
this condition.
Let us discuss the possibility of reproducing the famous LMA-Dark solution with θ12 > 45
◦
and εqµµ−εqee ' εqττ−εqee ' 1, which seems to provide an even better fit to the solar neutrino data
than the standard LMA solution [12–14]. It was shown in Ref. [12] that this solution survives
global oscillation tests, provided that off-diagonal elements of ε as well as the splitting between
εµµ and εττ satisfy relatively stringent upper bounds of order of 0.01–0.1. Ref. [15] presented a
model that gave rise to the LMA-Dark solution with εqµµ = ε
q
ττ ' 1 and εqee = εαβ|qα 6=β = 0. The
present model which gauges U(1)B (but not U(1)B−L) can also provide a theoretical foundation
for the LMA-Dark solution: taking κµ = κτ = 0,
|κe|2 ∼ 10−3
∣∣∣∣ 1gΨ × 10
−5
gB
∣∣∣∣ ( MZ′10 MeV
)2
, (33)
and gΨgB < 0, we can reproduce the range of values compatible with the LMA-Dark solution.
Notice that unlike in the model of Ref. [15], here we have εu,dee ∼ −1 and εu,dµµ = εu,dττ = 0, which
is equivalent to εu,dee = 0 and ε
u,d
µµ = ε
u,d
ττ ∼ 1 in neutrino propagation. (Generating directly
εu,dµµ = ε
u,d
ττ ∼ 1 in our model implies |εu,dµτ | ∼ 1, which is not compatible with atmospheric
neutrino data [12].)
Apart from the LMA-Dark solution, no other solution with preferred nonzero ε has been
found. Within the standard neutrino-oscillation paradigm with θ12 < 45
◦, relatively strong
upper bounds are set on the values of |εαβ|α 6=β and |εαα − εββ|. Within our U(1)B model as
shown in Fig. 5, these bounds can be easily saturated without being in conflict with any other
observational bound. For a generic flavor pattern of εαβ, if the values of εαβ are close to these
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bounds, the upcoming long-baseline experiments will be able to probe ε. In specific cases when
certain relations hold among the values of εαβ, the effects of NSI hide from observation (see
e.g., Ref. [83] and Fig. 4 of Ref. [4]). As discussed before, the relation that our model predicts is
|εαβ|2 = εααεββ. For such relations, NSI effects at long-baseline experiments can be observable.
As shown in the literature, the phases of εαβ|α 6=β can have important effects on the DUNE
experiment and can introduce new degeneracies [10]. The phase of εαβ can originate from the
mismatch of the phases of yα and yβ. If the phases of all yα are the same, yα can of course
be made real by rephasing Ψ. However, for =[yα/yβ] 6= 0, this is not possible. The phase of
yα can be absorbed by rephasing Lα but the phase reappears in the neutrino mass matrix.
For experiments such as long-baseline neutrino experiments where the tiny neutrino masses
have observable effects, this phase can also have an observable effect, but for the electric dipole
moment of charged leptons, the effects of this new source of CP violation are suppressed by the
neutrino mass and are therefore negligible.
Lepton-flavor conserving diagrams similar to those of Fig. 3 contribute to lepton magnetic
moments. Setting α = β in Eq. (17), we can calculate the contribution of H− coupling to the
magnetic dipole moment of the charged leptons as
δaµ ∼ 10−12
∣∣∣ yµ
0.1
∣∣∣2(300 GeV
MH−
)2
and δae ∼ 10−16
∣∣∣ ye
0.1
∣∣∣2(300 GeV
MH−
)2
, (34)
which are both below the uncertainty in the measurements of these quantities [66].
One of the essential ingredients of the present model is the presence of a charged scalar H−
which dominantly decays to a charged lepton plus Ψ with branching ratios
Br(H− → `αΨ)
Br(H− → `βΨ) '
|yα|2
|yβ|2 '
εαα
εββ
. (35)
Since the main decay decay mode of Ψ is Ψ→ νZ ′ and Z ′ subsequently decays into a neutrino
pair, Ψ should appear as missing energy at colliders. If the mass of H− is smaller than the beam
energy at the LHC, theH−H+ pairs can be produced by electroweak interactions (i.e., s-channel
γ/Z exchange) and their decay leads to dilepton plus missing energy signal. The discovery
potential of the LHC is explored in Ref. [84]. The strongest bound on such a charged scalar is
still provided by the LEP experiments, MH− > 90 GeV, assuming Br(H
− → τν) = 1 [85]. We
are not aware of similar searches for H− → eν or µν by LEP, which could easily be dominant
in our case. However the signature of H− at the LHC with ye 6= 0 and yµ = yτ = 0 (with
yµ 6= 0 and ye = yτ = 0) is very similar to the signature of a left-handed selectron (left-handed
smuon) decaying to the electron (muon) plus a light neutralino. The CMS collaboration using
L = 19.5 fb−1 and
√
s = 8 TeV data has ruled out such a charged scalar with mass in the range
125–275 GeV (see Fig. 14 of [86]). If H− decaying to µ and e was lighter than 125 GeV, it
should have been discovered at LEP as the reconstruction of the muon or the electron is much
simpler than the τ lepton. Thus, it is safe to claim MH− > 275 GeV for ye 6= 0 or yµ 6= 0. If
ye is comparable to electroweak couplings (e.g., to reproduce the LMA-Dark solution), along
with s-channel Z/γ exchange, the t-channel H−H+ pair production at ILC via Ψ exchange can
also be important provided that s > 4M2H− . The signal is an excess in e
−e++ missing energy
relative to the SM prediction.
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In the model which gauges U(1)B, the coupling of the Z
′ boson to ν¯βγµνα current can be
estimated as
|gΨκακβ| ∼ 10−4 εu,dαβ
(
MZ′
10 MeV
)2(
10−4
gB
)
. (36)
The new interaction can give rise to correction to meson decay K−, pi− → `−α + Z ′ + νβ, which
appears as a new contribution to K or pi decaying to charged lepton plus missing energy. There
are bounds from meson decays on such new couplings of order of 10−3 [15,87,88]. In the future,
more precise measurements of K−, pi− → `−α + missing energy can probe smaller values of this
coupling, providing a way to test a significant part of the parameter space of our model. The
Z ′ boson can be produced and subsequently decay inside the supernova core [73], affecting
the radius of neutrinosphere and the duration of neutrino emission. Within present supernova
uncertainties, this new interaction can be tolerated. Studying the detailed impact is beyond the
scope of the present paper but we expect with improvements of theoretical and observational
uncertainties the effect can be discerned providing another route to test the predictions of
the model. Lastly, a light Z ′ coupled to neutrinos could have an impact on the astrophysical
neutrino spectrum measured in IceCube, as emphasized in Refs. [89–94].
4 Summary and outlook
Non-standard neutrino interactions have been widely discussed and constrained. Always luring
in the shadows is the question of how to generate these interactions without violating the much
stronger bounds from charged leptons. Here we have proposed the possibility that neutrinos mix
with (at least) one new fermion which is coupled to a light mediator particle Z ′. If this sub-GeV
gauge boson further couples to one of the globally conserved charges of the SM, baryon number
B, lepton number L or B − L, we obtain the desired non-standard neutrino interactions, all
the while suppressing effects in the charged-lepton sector. Strong constraints from νe,µ–electron
scattering experiments make it difficult – but not impossible – to obtain large NSI coefficients
other than εττ if Z
′ couples to lepton number. We have however found that the model in which
U(1)B is gauged is quite suitable to obtain observable NSI ε
u,d
αβ for any flavor combination α, β
as this model is not strongly constrained. In particular, the LMA-Dark solution can be realized
by generating the single entry εee ∼ −1. We have proposed a few ways to cancel the anomalies
of U(1)B.
For the minimal model with only one U(1)′ charged Dirac fermion Ψ mixed with active
neutrinos, we predict |εαβ| = (εααεββ)1/2. Adding more such fermions, we still predict an
inequality |εαβ| ≤ (εααεββ)1/2. By proper choice of the sign of gBgΨ and the phase of yαy∗β, any
sign for diagonal elements and any phase for the off-diagonal elements of εαβ matrix can be
obtained.
To mix neutrinos with the new Dirac fermion Ψ, we have to introduce a new electroweak
doublet containing a charged scalar, H−. At colliders with s > 4M2H− , the H
−H+ pair can be
produced and subsequently decays to charged leptons plus Ψ, leading to a signal of an excess
in l−l+′ + missing energy. The discovery potential of such a scalar is explored in Ref. [84].
The new couplings of ν with the light gauge boson Z ′ can have observable effects in precision
measurements of charged meson decays to charged lepton plus missing energy. They can also
affect the duration of neutrino emission at supernova explosions as well as Big Bang nucleosyn-
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thesis. Improvements in theoretical and experimental uncertainty in these observations can help
to test a significant part of parameter space of the present model. In fact, Ref. [73] concludes
MZ′ > 5 MeV from the conservative cosmological bound ∆Neff > 0.7. We also discussed the
bounds on neutrino–nucleon couplings from interaction rate of solar neutrinos in direct dark
matter search experiments. We have found that although the present bound from CDMSlite
is weak, future germanium or xenon based experiments such as SuperCDMS SNOLAB or LZ
can help to probe a significant part of the parameter space of the present model which leads to
sizeable εαβ for MZ′ > 5 MeV.
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